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New Restaurant : To Let
at the centre of a new village community
Only restaurant opportunity at this development
•
Prominent corner location
•
Located at the commercial heart of this major new development
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Springfield Village is an exciting new
residential village to provide up to 1,400
new homes, located between Tooting Bec
and Earlsfield, including new NHS Hospital
buildings, landscaped 32-acre public park,
retail and café space, a public square,
restored historic Listed buildings, and
provision for a new primary school.
The development neighbours the popular
districts of Clapham and Wimbledon,
and is just six miles south west of central
London. Tooting Bec Underground
(Northern line) and Wandsworth Common
and Earlsfield National Rail stations are
within walking distance.
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The surrounding area offers a lively
entertainment scene with trendy bars,
restaurants and cafés, as well as shopping
opportunities, from high-end fashion to
historic markets.
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The Restaurant Unit is one of five
commercial units around Chapel Square
designed to serve the immediate
catchment of new homes, NHS hospital
staff / visitors and the local community in
the surrounding Village.
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The Restaurant Unit in a prime position
offers a regular shaped, dual frontage
property offering a prominent location
facing the Square, with outside seating
area and servicing from Springfield
Drive. An opportunity to create a go-to
destination restaurant with a ready-made
customer base.
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(plus potential for a mezzanine floor)
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Terms
The Unit is available on a new FR&I Lease on terms to be agreed.
Alternatively, a long lease is available to purchase.
Subject to Contract.
Further details upon application.

Richard Weller
T: 020 7971 1016 | M: 07966 145 256
richard@glinsmanweller.co.uk

Russell Smith MRICS
M: 07990 550 460
russell.smith@rspartners.co.uk

RS & Partners and Glinsman Weller for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property for whom they act, give notice that: (i) these particulars are a general outline only, for the guidance
of prospective purchasers or tenants, and do not constitute the whole or any part of an offer or contract; (ii) RS & Partners and Glinsman Weller cannot guarantee the accuracy of any description,
dimensions, references to condition, necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details contained herein, and prospective purchasers or tenants must not rely on them as statements of fact
or representations, and must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy; (iii) no employee of RS & Partners and Glinsman Weller has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty or enter into
any contract whatever in relation to the property; (iv) rents, prices, premiums and service charge quoted in these particulars may be subject to VAT in addition; and (v) RS & Partners and Glinsman Weller
will not be liable, in negligence or otherwise, for any loss arising from the use of these particulars. February 2022. Produced by creativewiredesign.co.uk

